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~Frank Chimero, Designer

“People ignore design that ignores 
people.“



My Role
And a little about how I fit into the grand scheme of things at Amazon

ISS Global is the overarching (umbrella term) for the epic and feature 
teams; all working together to design, develop, and ship a net new suite 
of Web products and tools to improve day-to-day operations for Account 
Managers and AM Leaders.

My responsibilities were to business objectives, the creative direction of 
the project, managing deliverables, adhering to timelines and working 
with PMs, business and engineering to conceptualize, iterate and 
problem solve.



About the Team
Amazon ISS Global 

What is ISS Global? ISS Global stands for International Sales, Support and Services. The ISS Global team at Amazon 
is compromised many smaller agile (full stack) teams dedicated to support and services improvements for emerging 
market sellers and providing tools for internal and external Amazon employees to help Sellers in their business 
endeavors. 


What is an Emerging Market Seller? An emerging market Seller is a B2C Seller on Amazon, selling products online, 
on Amazon Product and Seller Pages in a market with an emerging economy or economic restrictions such as tax, 
tariffs or other financial barriers causing friction in their selling process due to complications with tax law, code, or 
economic infrastructure. The main initiatives the new products I will be showcasing are to grow business, sell in 
emerging or cross markets, sell cross market, regional expansion, and customer service improvements.
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Amazon Account Managers
A Use Case

Amazon Account Managers oversee the daily operations of Sellers on Amazon. Their duties 
and responsibilities differ per region and role; however, their primary focus is on emerging 
market business growth, scalability and cross region sales. On any given day there are 5-15 
tools AMs are using as a scrappy solution to monitor these Seller accounts, troubleshoot 
issues, onboard sellers to new programs and help with their business growth. 

As you can imagine there is a lot of frustration and time wasted in logging in and out of 
separate tools and trying to gain insight into account performance and help Sellers’ with 
issues that may arise. 

Daily pain-points such as as time wasted and trouble with navigating multiple complex tools to 
help these businesses succeed drove our team to create the Amazon Account Management 
Central suite of tools to help streamline workflow, accelerate the onboarding processes, and 
automate a lot of AMs daily tasks. 



AMC Recommendations Module
A Case Study 



Project Breakout 
Insight into:

• Definition and metrics

• Trade offs and constraints

• Success Metrics

• Outcomes



Account 
Management 
Central
Recommendations Module



Account Management Central Goals
What are we trying to achieve?

We want to solve Account Manager issues of:


• Time wasted on accessing scattered information and running manual offline analysis through consolidation and automation

• Lack of sophisticated and consistent science based analytics and recommendation logic through standardization and
leveraging Machine Learning based models 

Account Management Central to solve the top 3 Pain Points defined through user research, support tickets, and AM bar 
raiser feedback. 

• Lack of consolidated information on Sellers, requiring Account Managers to manually collect information such as; basic Seller
details, program adoption, and commitment information.

• Lack of personalized program and selection recommendations, requiring Account Managers to generate program and product
recommendations with inconsistent quality and resulting in potential loss of incremental GMS and compromised Seller
experience.

• Ineffective systems for operational support like ineffective CRM and lack of AM permission control.



Account Manager Minimum Lovable Product
MLP Scope



Account Management Central
 Persona - Account Manager

I am Markus, an AMC based in Germany. I have two overarching goals:
•Seller Satisfaction
•Seller Growth  

Focus on below activities on daily basis:
In AMC Minimum Lovable Product (MLP) Scope
•Understanding Seller business performance 
•Understanding Seller account performance
•Recommending growth opportunities with integrated recommendations like FBA, Sponsored Products, and Coupon 

Outside of AMC MLP Scope
•Helping with operational and escalation support
•Preparing and reviewing monthly business plans
•Recommending on other programs like Deal, Sponsored Brands, Amazon Business, etc
•Understanding Seller program/ASIN level performance
•Task Management & Communication integration



Day to Day Tasks
What do I do?

Account Management Central enables New and Existing Sellers to perform daily 
tasks such as Seller launch, business growth, workflow management, and 
operational support.


I have many tasks in a day but the most important are:


• Selling Partner Satisfaction


• Seller Growth



Day to Day Tasks
What do I do?

Account Management Central enables new 
and existing Sellers to perform daily tasks 
such as Seller launch, business growth, 
workflow management, and operational 
support.



My Workday
My Daily Tasks

At the start of my day, I open up AMC and go to the Seller Dashboard to look at 
my portfolio overview



Portfolio View
My Daily Tasks

I land on the portfolio overview 
which provides high level info of 
my managed portfolio. From 
here I can drill down into a 
single Seller account to deep 
dive on Account Health and 
other metrics that may help me 
to understand how an account 
is performing. 



Portfolio View
My Daily Tasks

Once I have drilled into a Single 
Seller Account I can see 
launched marketplaces, Sales 
Performance, Open Actions for 
Sellers and get Seller Feedback



Seller Summary View
My Daily Tasks

I expand the Account Health 
section, I notice the ODR is too 
high. I pick up the phone and 
call them to understand what’s 
happening and how I can advise 
them.



Seller Summary View
My Daily Tasks

I expand the Account Health section, I 
notice the Order Defect Rate is too 
high. I pick up the phone and call them 
to understand what’s happening and 
how I can advise them.


Order defect rate can be caused by 
many issues:


• Late response to buyer questions


• Missing parts


• Customer service dissatisfaction



Seller Account Health
My Daily Tasks

How can I help the Festive Lights? 


There are many options Markus can choose from to 
advise the Seller. There are a few things Markus and 
the Seller can work together to do, to improve 
performance.


Markus advises the seller to:


• Double-check inventory to ensure all pieces are 
included, to improve accuracy


• Check daily email in our Seller account frequently 
and reply to messages within 24 hours


• Offer the Seller FBA (Fulfillment by Amazon 
Shipping - An Amazon Program Recommendation 
Offering) and connect them with FBA onboarding 
them to improve their return process and improve 
customer satisfaction ratings.



Understanding Business Performance
My Daily Tasks

I want to understand the 
business performance, trend 
over different time periods. I can 
analyze metrics such as; 
Ordered Product Sales, Percent 
changes, and units sold over 7 
Days, 30 Days, or Trending 12 
Months.


This gives me insight into how 
the account is performing. 
Based on the metrics 



Reviewing Advertising Metrics
My Daily Tasks

I can drill down into advertising 
metrics to compare advertising 
spend, sales, and other metrics 
specific to ads and Sponsored 
Products Sales for listed items 
under the Seller Summary for 
Festive Lights.



Reviewing Advertising Metrics
My Daily Tasks

I can also access Pricing 
information, open cases 
overview, and Listing status, 
Seller feedback for Festive 
Lights.



Analyzing Program Recommendations
My Daily Tasks

I want to go back to the homepage to understand which Program 
Recommendation has the highest potential for Sellers, I click the hamburger 
menu in the header and navigate to the Account Management Central 
homepage by Clicking “Home”



Program Recommendations
My Daily Tasks

Account Management Central Home is an action center 
allowing me to understand actions to drive towards a 
particular application. In the first launch (P0) of the AMC 
Homepage, Program Recommendations are toggled by 
default and are the first cards to be prioritized as part of the 
MLP that launched in Jan of 2021. 


Note: A tried and tested UI 


Based on user feedback (conducted by UX) from AM Bar 
Raisers, we have landed on focusing the Homepage as a 
cards-based “action center” similar to the Amazon Seller 
Central. AM Bar Raisers emphasized the Homepage should 
provide focus and allow Account Managerss to easily 
understand what action to drive toward a particular 
application. Cards will show the AM what actions need to be 
taken, critical and error status accounts, tasks approaching 
due date, program recommendations and more.



Program Recommendations
My Daily Tasks

In the longer term, more cards will be provided to 
me that surface different types of data and 
Program Recommendations. 


Cards can surface with multiple types of program 
recommendations, information, and data such as;


• Accounts at risk


• Tasks past due


• Seller performance


• New Program Recommendations


• New AMC Features


• News and Events



Account Management Central Recommendations Module
Business Goals of the AMC Tenant Application

Recommendation is a tenant application on Account Management Central (AMC) that 
will consolidate new and existing and program recommendations to sellers. The 
vision of AM Central is a “One-Stop Shop” that features Seller prioritization and 
insight generation logic. 


These features will be presented with interactive views to Account Managers 
worldwide. The vision is to make Recommendation the single solution for Account 
Managers as they guide Sellers towards their (individualized) next steps to selling on 
Amazon and driving business growth. As AMs and Sellers are onboarded to the new 
suite of AMC products, existing programs and scrappy solutions will be depreciated 
and all Seller facing and AM internal tools will be iteratively improved over multiple 
product iterations. This will streamline all of Amazon’s seller facing tools and services 
provided to AMs and Sellers alike.



Account Management Central Recommendations Module
My Daily Tasks

I can click on any card from the 
Home page to drill down into a list 
of single Seller Accounts or 
Program Recommendations. 
Markus has clicked on the FBA 
Recommendations card to drill 
down into FBA recommendations 
for Festive Lights. From here he can 
see all ASIN level metrics and 
recommendations; including the 
status of current recommendations.



Account Management Central Recommendations Module
My Daily Tasks

I can search by ASIN, Program, 
Seller, and Tags with our initiative 
multi-select combo box. Enabling 
filter tags make it easy to drill down 
into Seller or program information 
by quickly editing your search on 
the fly. 



AMC Recommendations Search
A Feature Deep Dive

Multi-select combo boxes allow me to search 
by multiple data types and categories at one 
time. If I drill too far down, editing Search tags 
and categories is as easy as clicking the “X” on 
an individual tag. Alternatively, the I can click 
“Clear search, as shown in the full 
implementation example on the previous 
screen. 



AMC Recommendations Filtering
A Feature Deep dive

I can filter based on what I 
want to see. In multi-Seller or 
multi-ASIN view(s), once I’ve 
drilled down at a Seller or 
ASIN level, I can further refine 
filters by Recommendation 
Status, Seller or ASIN type or 
Program Adoption Status. 



AMC Marketplace Switcher
A Feature Deep Dive

If I manage Seller accounts in 
multiple territories, I can switch 
marketplaces by using the 
Marketplace switcher or filter menu 
overlay by Clicking +Add Filters to 
refine results by other  metric types 
specific to the ASIN or Seller and 
marketplace(s) I select.


There are two ways to select or 
switch marketplaces. One is in the 
AMC Header, the other by applying 
region specific marketplace filtering 
criteria to the tabular data with the 
Add Filters ui button.



AMC ASIN Expander
A Feature Deep Dive

I can see all ASIN details for Festive Lights by clicking the 
carat expander between the checkbox and ASIN number. 


Why did we make this choice? This table style was 
something we had to create specifically for Account 
Management Central, as Amazon’s basic table styles in the 
UI toolkit weren't complex enough for our needs. We 
needed a scalable table that allowed for expansion of table 
metrics without horizontal scrolling.


Metrics given per Program and Seller change, different 
user types need to see and interact with metrics or 
customize what is shown in our UI tables for reporting 
purposes. 


Note: To avoid horizontal scrolling due to the amount of 
metrics that can be shown by program and ASIN we had 
to extend our tables to handle our complex use cases. 
Responsive considerations have been taken as the UI is 
scaled from P0 implementation throughout multiple 
iterations so we can maintain consistency and alignment 
with our web responsive UI and native mobile apps 
coming in 2022. 



AMC Header Row Metrics
A Feature Deep Dive

I can see sort and refine header 
row metrics by clicking on the 
table overflow menu. This is 
especially helpful in the creation of 
custom reports and metric 
downloads to share with the Seller 
and AM team(s). 


Note: Once header row metrics are 
edited from their default state the 
overflow icon remains in an active 
toggle state to remind the AM that 
the header row has been changed 
from it’s default setting. 



Recommendations Actions
A Feature Deep Dive

I can toggle ASIN(s) to download reports 
or provide feedback. Toggling Row data 
enables page level actions. 
 
Page Level Actions:


• Download Reports


• Provide Feedback


• Email Recommendation - to be 
completed in a later release once email 
integration is done, targeted for 2021.



Recommending Programs
A Feature Deep Dive

In later product releases I will be able 
to access more Amazon Seller 
Program Recommendations such as: 
Sponsored Products, Coupon 
(upcoming), and Pan-EU (upcoming) 
as well.


Programs are separated into tabs for 
easy comparison and deep diving 
into product listings. The UI 
considerations in Recommendations  
- tabbed experience, search filtering, 
filter overlays and tabular convention 
- are to be used throughout the AM/ 
Seller experience in all coming AMC 
tenant applications.



AMC Business Objectives, Testing, and Outcomes
From Testing to Implementation (1 of 3)

MLP Beta Testing Plan - Complete 

Objectives for the AMC beta:  
1. Test AMC features - assess missing use cases and confirm tech performance such as latency, all culminating in understanding the AM experience
2. System Test AMC - ensures that each application functions coherently as a product suite supporting end to end use cases 
3. Develop a baseline understanding of the time savings benefits associated with using AMC through comparative AM time studies that provide hard data.

Objective 1 - Test AMC Feature(s) Outcome:
For the first objective, we have identified a group of 207 AMs who were onboarded to AMC between November and February to test features across AMC application 
starting with Recommendations and then Dashboards and Task Management. During onboarding and testing, we will capture feedback through several mechanisms, 
including in application feedback, HMD, focus groups and surveys. We expect AMs to dedicate at least 1-2 hours per week testing these features. We will offer 
onboarding training as well as ongoing check-ins and refresher trainings to these AMs. We will also design a phone tool icon for them in the end before we formally 
launch AMC.

We will use SIM (Amazons bug and issue tracking tool, similar to Jira) to collect and track the bugs/issues identified by the AMs during beta testing. AMs should make 
sure to provide sufficient information in regards to the bug/issue including:
1. Case conditions
2. Case result expectation
3. Actual results
4. Screenshots

The SIM will be routed to the corresponding application PM owner for further investigation to determine the solution and estimate the effort required to fix the bug/issue. 
Any status change or progress will be updated in the SIM (SIM Link will be ready by 10/30).



AMC Business Objectives, Testing, and Outcomes
From Testing to Implementation (2 of 3)

MLP Beta Testing Plan - Complete 

Objectives for the AMC beta:  
1. Test AMC features - assess missing use cases and confirm tech performance such as latency, all culminating in understanding the AM experience 
2. System Test AMC - ensures that each application functions coherently as a product suite supporting end to end use cases 
3. Develop a baseline understanding of the time savings benefits associated with using AMC through comparative AM time studies that provide hard data. 

Objective 2 - System Test AMC Outcomes:
While each application owner is responsible to test the applications to satisfy the specific business requirements using UAT and beta user feedback iteration, we will 
need to manage an end-to-end testing plan for the AMC product suite to make sure it can function coherently to meet business requirements and engineering standards. 
With respect to functionality, there are three areas that we will focus on:

Integration with Framework: Framework is the backbone of AMC to hold all other applications together. We will make sure 1) each application is properly integrated with 
Framework frontend UI with key functions including navigation, marketplace switcher, and Seller search in the header; 2) each application is properly integrated with 
Partner Accounts to manage the permission control systems.

End to end business use case support and interaction between applications: AMC is designed to support end-to-end business use cases that need navigation through 
multiple AMC applications. To test this, we will create a list of common scenarios and the associated step-by-step tasks to complete in AMC. Appendix 4 shows an 
example use case. The use case will be documented in the UAT, tested and signed off by all application owners involved in the interaction. For example, Framework, 
Recommendation, and Dashboard teams will need to sign off on the UAT test for Seller search in the header before this feature can be launched. This is because the 
solution is developed by Recommendation, nested in Framework header, and redirect AMs to Seller Detail Page after the search developed by Dashboard team.

Meeting Engineering Standard: each engineering team is responsible for the design, implementation, and review of the engineering solutions. We will leave it to each 
engineering team to manage the details but each application will go through a go/no go review meeting with PE/Senior SDE before launch.



AMC Business Objectives, Testing, and Outcomes
From Testing to Implementation (3 of 3)

MLP Beta Testing Plan - Complete 
Objectives for the AMC beta:  
1. Test AMC features - assess missing use cases and confirm tech performance such as latency, all culminating in understanding the AM

experience
2. System Test AMC - ensures that each application functions coherently as a product suite supporting end to end use cases
3. Develop a baseline understanding of the time savings benefits associated with using AMC through comparative AM time studies that

provide hard data. 

Objective 3 - Baseline and Comparative Test Outcomes:
For the third objective, we currently have a baseline created from an AM time survey that needs to be validated through both measuring 
how long it takes AMs to do their work outside AMC and then measured against AMs using AMC. 

To achieve this, there are several key factors to consider and address, including 
Ensuring similarity in the types of Sellers considered for support (e.g. origin, GMS band, tenure, marketplace presence), 

Ensuring similarity in the types of AMs selected (e.g. same team supporting similar Sellers, tenure) and

Defining end to end test use case, as described above, and ensuring we measure these AMs across the same set of use cases, 
considering how long it takes an AM like Markus to complete each use case. 




